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ABSTRACT

In the spring of 1964, four claims in Kidd Township were investigated as 

part of a larger area by a combined E.M. and magnetometer survey.

Anomalous E.M. and magnetic conditions were detected on the property 

and ground follow-up work has been recommended.

The results are described in a three page report and two bound-in draw 

ings on a scale of one inch equal to one-eighth mile.



AIRBORNE MAGNETIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

FOR

ZINCFIELDS MINING CORPORATION LIMITED

PROPERTY 198, TIMMINS AREA

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO

INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1964 following the announcement of the Texas Gulf Sulphur 

find, Geophysical Engineering and Surveys Limited commissioned Canadian Aero 

Mineral Surveys Limited to fly various parts of the Timmins area.

The property discussed in this report was flown as part of a larger survey. 

This report is for assessment credits and recommendations contained herein have 

been given to the company previous to the date of this report.

PROPERTY, LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property consists of four unpatented mining claims, P-56585 to 56588, 

situated in the N 1/2 of Lot 12, Concession IV, Kidd Township. The claims are 

located two miles east of a hydro road from Timmins via Sandy Falls, a distance 

of some 18 miles.

GEOLOGY

There are no known outcrops on the property. An interpretation of the 

geology from the surrounding area would indicate that the property is underlain by
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a volcanic sequence of rocks, principally rhyolites and tuffs with minor andesitic 

rocks.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

A description of the geophysical equipment is given in Appendix II.

In the area of this property, flight lines were in a N 30 0 E direction. Line 

spacing was 1/8 mile and the mean terrain clearance was 150 feet.

The results of the E.M. and Magnetic surveys are shown on the attached two 

maps.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

(a) Magnetic

The magnetic work shows a two hundred gamma magnetic anomaly in the north 

central part of the property. The general magnetic trend appears to be north north 

west.

(b) Electromagnetic

A fair conductor was picked up on one line in the southwest part of the property. 

The anomaly occurs on the south edge of the magnetic anomaly and deserves further 

work.
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REG OMMENDATIONS

The property contains an interesting magnetic and E.M. anomaly. These 

anomalies should be defined by ground E.M. and magnetometer surveys on lines 

bearing approximately N 45 0 W.

Anomalies located on the ground should be tested by diamond drilling.

Respectfully submitted, 

GEOPHYSICAL ENGINEERING 6 SURVEYS LIMITED

E.G. Thompson.

Toronto, Ontario 
April 9, 1965
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. This report pertains to the combined airborne EM and . 

magnetometer survey flown on behalf of Geophysical Engineering 

ar.d Curveys Ltd., over a large tract of ground north of the

City of Timmins, Ontario.

The EM data are presented on four sepaiste plan maps at 

the ccale of one inch equals one-half mile, yhe sheets are * 

entitled Tully^Gowan Township Area, Mattagami River East Area, 

Mattagarni River West Area, and Murphy-Jessop Township Area,
,-' ' ' ' ' ' - ,\ '

Township boundaries and planimetry are shown on all maps. 

The mileage flown in these blocks is ac follows;

Tully-Gowan

Mattagami River East 

Mattagami River West 

Murphy-Jessop

494.3
.' ' ' . ' A ' ' , -.' , l

1849.3; 

880.0

580.2 

3803.8 .line-miles

Survey flying of this phase of Geophysical Engineering^ s 

p-.rograrome beg.g.n A^ril 12. 1964*.. and was completed June 10/1964.

CANADIAN AERO



Line spacing was 1/8- mile throughoutthe entire block and 
the moan terrain clearance v/as 150 feet. Three different line 
directions were used to accoinodate changes in the regional strike,

-; ' - , - ^ , . ' ^ ' _ J . , ( l

"he survey was flown by the Canadian Aero Mineral Surveys 
Limited geophysically-equipped Otter, registration CF-tQM,' based 
at Tiissdns. * Contractor's field personnel associated with'the 
project were as follows: . --- .-- : ; ;; " : - : ^ - ,i '. ,,- ^ .. . '•.^••••:\ :i

G. A. Curtis

E.' Jensen ••i 

R, Sarsfield' 

•J. D. Uoyd 

D. Graham

1C. McLeod

D. J. Sarazin '

G. Granger • i 

'J,' Priest

Electronic technician and pro j ect manager . ! . -:- . .-.
••'-•Pilof. : - --'. ••'•^'f 

: Aircraft mechanic '
•' ' . ' ' i ' - .' " -'' ." ' .' : H' i

Aircraft mechanic ; 

Electronic operator 

Navigator : . ' 

Data compiler i ' ; 

Data compiler - 

Draftsman -

.'l ; . ! ' ' ' . ; i (f -
A

,( . -, ' 'l i ,

She project was supervised by D. M* Wagg, and A. R. Rat tew,,- , . i . - \ ' : . . ' t ' . '

Professional Engineers. ,: ,. .. : ••., . ^-, r

; 'v - ; '' .: ' '.'-i ' '"', ' ; ' ! . ' '..-•', .'.
; -. ;. .'';. -.:- : .- ' -i '. ' - - . - .4 - \ -

CANADIAN AERO
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w . APPENDIX II

DESCRIPTION OF OTTER AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SYSTEM

SURVEY BASIS

The basis of surveys with this equipment is electromagnetic and magnetic results obtained from units installed in a deHavilland Otter aircraft. In addition results are available on a Scintilla tion record which gives a rough indication of overburden conditions traversed in addition to its normal function.

Traverses of a survey area are made at an appropriate elevation (usually 100' to 200' above terrain) on parallel lines spaced from one-quarter to one-eighth mile apart, and crossing the implied regional strike at right angles. Continuous photographic record is made of the ground passing below the aircraft, and this is correlat ed by time markers with the geophysical equipment records.

In the electromagnetic unit a low frequency (320 cycles per second) field is produced by a 'transmitter 1 mounted on the starboard wingtip, and the resultant field is measured at the 'receive 1 coil on the port wingtip. Separation of these coils is 61 feet. An electronic null device is adjusted so that in the absence of a conductor within range of the system, no signal is recorded. The presence of a conductor distorts the received field, producing an - anomalous signal which is recorded. The anomalous signal is "~ divided into two components, one which has the same phase as the-v- transmitted field, termed the 'in-phase' component, and the other.whose phase is at right angles to the transmitted field, termed the """j 'quadrature' component. These are recorded on two channels of a--J six channel recorder, and the ratio of the in-phase to the quadrat ure components gives a measure of the conductivity of the disturbing body. Intensity of response depends on proximity to the body j conductivity of the body, and to its geometric configuration. In general, a body which bears dimensions and conductivity to be of interest x?ill produce an anomalous signal larger than the background uoise if the aircraft is within 300' to 400' of it.

The mangetorneter installed in the aircraft measures short term varia- j—-^ tions in the total intensity of the earth's magnetic field. 'These l^ short terra variations are recorded simultaneously on the six channel ~j recorder with the e.m. results. In addition, all variations in this •j -J total field are recorded on a Rectalinear recorder for possiblesubsequent magnetic contouring when required.
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II - cont'd - 2 -

A radio altimeter within the aircraft measures and records continu ously the height of the aircraft above ground. This information' is subsequently used to relate geophysical anomalies at varying alti tudes .

The scintillation counter results are also recorded on the six channel recorder. These results are frequently useful in estimat-— ing conditions of overburden thickness, where other means may not .^ be available. It may also be useful in dividing broad geologic divisions within a survey area.

^ An indication of the air turbulence is also recorded on the six- channel record, and spurious anomalies which may be due to an•*- : aircraft 'bump 1 may be eliminated.-•-j
The Aeropath camera continuously records the ground passing below— the aircraft, and numbered fiducials are impressed on this same-*. film at intervals usually of 10 seconds. These same fiducials are recorded on the six channel recorder and the rectalinear recorder,"7" thus correlating all recorded information with accurate ground positions. ' f -'

*~ RECORDER TRACKS

In studying results from the six channel recorder, the following "~ are the scales, reading from bottom to top of the chart, withincreasing fiducial numbers to your left: .
' 1) Fiducial marks are noted, with a time separation of 10 seconds, which is equivalent to a distance separation of approximately 1500 feet. The numbering is from right to left, this being the 'forward 1 direction of flight.

bw

2) Magnetometer - Each 5 mm. represents approximately 80 gammas.When the unit "steps", approximately 400 gammas change is indi- ""^ cated. This applies to the 300-0-300 scale which is normal. unless otherwise noted. Ten steps are available, beyond which, j unless the range is advanced, the unit goes "of scale." It should be noted that this record is a differential record, with a time constant of some 4 seconds. The net result of 
this is to wipe out long term variations, but to leave short term changes relatively unaltered. Thus the magnetometer record in this case is useful largely for "correlating"' 
magnetic features associated with the electromagnetic results.

-i . f - -
. - ' ' . - 3
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3) In-phase e.m. - Each 5 mm. represents approximately 100 parts- 
per million referred to the primary field at the receive coil.. . 
Noise level should not exceed 50 parts per million, although 
records are still considered useable until the noise level - 
reaches 100 p.p.m. Intensity is linear until 600 p.p.m. is 
reached, after which compression occurs to a level of 
1200 p.p.m., beyond which the value is 'off-scale 1 .

4) Quadrature e.m. - Exactly the same scale values and comments 
apply to this trace as to the in-phase above.

5) Altimeter trace - The center of this trace represents approx 
imately 150' above ground; the bottom, approximately 50', and 
the top approximately 300'. Response on this trace is approx 
imately linear.

6) Accelerometer trace - One-third "G" force is indicated by 5 mm. 
deflection from the central point. Bumps of greater than one- 
half *Gvl . can cause spurious responses on the e.m. charts.

7) Scintillation trace - 5 mm. represents an increase of 0.06 
mr/hr.

The Rectalinear record charts produce absolute magnetic field 
results with scale of 300-0-300 gammas covering the full paper 

, width.
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Rhyolite, trachyte,and acid pyroclastic rock*

2 l Andesite ,bosolt, basic pyroclastic rocks

Sediment): 3a Conglomerate , greywacke

Basic and Ultrabasic Intrusive!: 5a Gabbro.dlorlte 
5b Peridotite ,dunite,pyroxenite and altered equivalent!

Acid Intrusive Rocks

Diabase

SCALE l Inch to 4 Miles

, LOCATION AND GEOLOGY MAP .

^ SHOWING

ZINCFIELDS MINING CORPORATION LIMITED 

KIDD 80 CRAWFORD TOWNSHIPS PROPERTIES

^ PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION , ONTARIO. 

j G eology from O.D.M. Map No, 2046
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